Born and raised in Bandung, Dian works mainly as a content creator and an occasional writer. Her study in Art Management program in Institut Teknologi Bandung brought her to realize that public programming in the Art in Bandung is, most of the times, overlooked. Her personal goals are bridging the understanding of the Art to the public, creating a broader audience, and making the Art as an alternative approach to learn and to educate.
Projects
Teater Mini Wayang Hewan, a storytelling workshop for kids as a public program for Maharani Mancanagara’s solo exhibition

For Tourkassa’s public program, Bandung

February 2018
Batik Komar workshop with a family from South Korea

For Tourkasa’s private group program,
Bandung

January 2018
Serambi Pirous visiting program, with a family from South Korea

For Tourkassa’s private group program,
Bandung
January 2018
Tisna Sanjaya’s studio visit with students from Hannam University, South Korea

For Tourkassa’s program, Bandung

July 2017
Cultural workshop at SD Bianglala with students from Hannam University, South Korea

For Tourkassa’s program, Bandung

July 2017
Drawing Prompt Workshop, in conjunction to Azizi Al Majid’s solo exhibition at OMNIspace

For Tourkassa’s program, Bandung

May 2017
On N’ On – Duo Exhibition by Radhinal Indra and Rega Rahman

Space Arcolabs Jakarta

July 2016